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Hosted by: 

Scott R. Saunders – Sr. Vice President

Presented by:

• Who is Asset Preservation, Inc.?
• Capital Gain, Estate & Other Tax Issues in 2012/2013
• §1031 Exchange Trends in 2012/2013
• Overview of Delayed Exchanges

How API’s Commercial Division can assist Stewart • How API s Commercial Division can assist Stewart 
agencies with reverse and improvement exchanges

• API’s customizable marketing materials
• How “The API Advantage™” can help differentiate 

Stewart agencies from the competition
• How to contact Asset Preservation, Inc.

• Asset Preservation has been a Stewart subsidiary since 1993
• Asset Preservation is composed of a large team of

experienced 1031 experts
• Asset Preservation has successfully facilitated over

140 000 exchanges in its 20 year history140,000 exchanges in its 20 year history
• Highest security of funds, backed by a “Letter of

Assurance” from Stewart Information Services
Corporation (NYSE: STC)

• Fast and responsive services
• Division Managers nationwide
• Asset Preservation is Stewart ’s Qualified Intermediary –

Your Source for Superior Service!
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• Maximum long-term capital gains rate continued at 
15% through 2012.

• Beginning January 1, 2013, long-term capital gain 
taxes will return to their former 20% level.  taxes will return to their former 20% level.  

• Beginning in 2013, another 3.8% capital gain tax is 
added for high earners to pay for healthcare reform.

• Capital gain taxation includes 3 components:

1)  Taxation on depreciation recapture at 25%  - plus -

2)  Federal capital gain taxes at 15% (20% in 2013)  - plus -

3)  The applicable state tax rate (0% - 11%+)

• Beginning January 1, 2013, new 3.8% Medicare tax 
on net investment income imposed

• Joint filers with AGI over $250,000/Single over 200K

• Includes interest, dividends, capital gains, wages, 
retirement income, royalties, income from sale of a 
principal residence over the $250K/$500K exclusion,
gain from sale of investment property or 2nd home.

• If  Bush-era tax cuts expire at the end of this year, 
Federal capital gain taxes increase to 20%.

Taxpayers could face one of three scenarios:
• If Congress extends the Bush-era Tax Cuts, the top 

Federal tax rate on long-term capital gains will 
increase from 15% to 18.8%. 
If Congress lets the Bush era Tax Cuts expire the top• If Congress lets the Bush-era Tax Cuts expire, the top 
Federal tax rate on long-term capital gains will 
increase from 15% to 23.8%.

• If Congress extends the Bush-era Tax Cuts, but not 
for all tax brackets, this will result in a combination of
the above two scenarios, and the top Federal tax rate 
on long-term capital gains will likely rise for higher 
earners, but not for all tax brackets. 
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THE TAX CODE TAKETH, THE TAX CODE DEFERRETH
THE INCREASING VALUE OF 1031 EXCHANGES

• One aspect of the tax code provides real estate O e aspect o t e ta code p o des ea estate
investors with a huge tax advantage – a Section 1031 
exchange.

• Allows real estate property owners holding property 
for investment purposes to defer taxes that would 
otherwise be incurred upon the sale of investment 
property. 

Provided the taxpayer is not financially distressed, 
real estate investors face several options:

1. HOLD - Wait for the market to come back.

2. SELL - Sell the property in 2012, most likely at a lower price than 
desired but take advantage of today’s lower capital gain tax rate 
structure before these rates increase in 2013.

3. EXCHANGE - Defer paying all capital gain taxes with a fully 
deferred exchange or receive some “boot” through a partially 
deferred exchange. Using tax deferral and leverage, purchase a 
larger replacement property, often at a significant discount in 
today’s marketplace.

Non-Recognition of Gain or Loss 
from Exchange Solely of Kind

“No gain or loss shall be recognized on the exchange of
t h ld f d ti i t d b iproperty held for productive use in a trade or business or

for investment if such property is exchanged solely for
property of like-kind which is to be held either for
productive use in a trade or business or for investment.”
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• Stock in trade or other property held primarily for 
sale

• Stocks, bonds, or notes

• Other securities or evidences of indebtedness or Other securities or evidences of indebtedness or 
interest

• Interests in a partnership

• Certificates of trust or beneficial interest

• Choses in action

Property Held for Sale

• The purpose for which the property was initially acquired
• The purpose for which the property was held
• The extent to which improvements, if any, were made to 

the property
• The frequency, number and continuity of sales

Th   d  f h  i  i l d• The extent and nature of the transaction involved
• The ordinary course of business of the taxpayer
• The extent of advertising, promotion of the other active 

efforts used in soliciting buyers for the sales of the property
• The listing of property with brokers
• The purpose for which the property was being held at the 

time of sale

• Is it a true partnership?

• Option #1: (swap and drop) Partnership stays intact
and acquires replacement property; refinances later

• Option #2: (drop and swap) Election out of theOption #2: (drop and swap) Election out of the
partnership into separate undivided tenant-in-common
interests

• Timing Issues
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The Partnership Tax Return (IRS Form 1065) asks the 
taxpayer two questions related to exchanges. Has the 
partnership:

(1) distributed any property received in a like-kind 
exchange, or contributed such property to another 
entity?

(2) distributed to any partner a tenancy-in-common 
or other undivided interest in partnership property?

• The IRS and state tax authorities have often taken 
the position that if property relinquished or 
received in an exchange is either distributed out of 
a partnership to a former partner or contributed by 
    hi   h  i  f h  a partner to a partnership near the time of the 

exchange, the transaction may not qualify for non-
recognition treatment under §1031.

• It appears the IRS will now be scrutinizing “drop and 
swap” or “swap and drop” partnership transactions 
more closely.  See e.g., 2009 Marks TC 4797

• Natural gas and oil

• Mineral right exchangesg g

• Water right exchanges

• Timber exchanges
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• Conservation easements

• Wind powerp

• Solar energy

• LEED

Revenue Procedure 2008-16

• Creates safe harbor for vacation home exchanges
• IRS will consider a dwelling unit held for investment 

if certain requirements are met

R i

TrendsTrends--Vacation Home ExchangesVacation Home Exchanges

Requirements:
• The relinquished and replacement properties are owned by the taxpayer 

for at least 24 months (the qualifying use period)
• Within each of these two 12 month periods constituting the qualifying 

use period the taxpayer must:
• Rent the property to another person or persons at fair market rent for 14 

or more days (family members qualify if they use the property as the 
primary residence); and

• The taxpayer’s personal use of the dwelling unit cannot exceed the 
greater of 14 days or 10 percent of the time it is rented
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• Taxpayer under water due to the loan balance 
being in excess of fair market value or being 
unable to pay the debt service.

• Loan balance in excess of basis of property Loan balance in excess of basis of property 
(taxpayer may incur taxable gain if foreclosure is 
in full satisfaction of debt.)

• Deed-in-lieu to lender rather than foreclosure.

• No cash to pay any tax liability resulting from 
deficiency. 

For full tax deferral, a taxpayer must meet 2 requirements:
1) Reinvest all net exchange proceeds
2) Acquire property with the same or greater debt.

Relinquished Replacement Boot
Value $900 000 $1 200 000

The taxpayer acquired property of greater value, reinvesting all 
net equity and increasing the debt on the replacement 
property.

Analysis: There is no boot.

Value $900,000 $1,200,000
- Debt $300,000 $660,000 $ 0
- Cost of Sale $60,000
Net Equity $540,000 $540,000 $ 0

SALE

Taxpayer

PURCHASE

Buyer
$$

Qualified
Intermediary

$$
Seller
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45 Day Identification Period:
The taxpayer must identify potential replacement
property(s) by midnight of the 45th day from the date
of sale.

180 Day Exchange Period:
The taxpayer must acquire the replacement property
by midnight of the 180th day, or the date the taxpayer
must file its tax return (including extensions) for the
year of the transfer of the relinquished property,
whichever is earlier.

• Three Property Rule: The taxpayer may identify up to
three properties of any fair market value.

• 200% Rule: The taxpayer may identify an unlimited
number of properties provided the total fair market
value of all properties identified does not exceed 200%value of all properties identified does not exceed 200%
of the fair market value of the relinquished property.

• 95% Rule: If the taxpayer identifies properties in
excess of both of the above rules, then the taxpayer
must acquire 95% of the value of all properties
identified.

Identification must be:

• Made in writing

• Unambiguously describe the property

• Hand delivered, mailed, telecopied or otherwise 
sent

• Sent by midnight of the 45th day

• Delivered to the Qualified Intermediary or a party 
related to the exchange who is not  a disqualified 
person
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If the property being sold is not the seller’s primary
residence

* Provide the seller with
exchange information 
by calling API and 
giving them an API giving them an API 
brochure.

This will:
• Reduce liability!
• Help the customer defer substantial taxes!
• Increase your bottom line when the acquisition

property closing comes back to your Stewart agency!

• API’s Commercial Division structures complex
exchange transactions that help commercial
investors reposition real estate assets into better
performing properties and achieve other tax
saving objectives that improve investment returnssaving objectives that improve investment returns.

• $500 million reverse exchange

• $200 million reverse and delayed exchange

• $160 million reverse and delayed exchange
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• The Power of Exchange™:
Discover the Value of §1031 Tax Deferred Exchanges

• The Power of Strategy™: 
Mastering Advanced §1031 Exchange ConceptsMastering Advanced §1031 Exchange Concepts

• The Power of Analysis™:
How to Analyze and Sell Small Investment Properties

Printed Materials
• API’s brochures for mass distribution
• API’s 12-page comprehensive “Power of 

Exchange™” informational booklet
• Customized “Power of Exchange™” flyers provided• Customized Power of Exchange  flyers provided 

each month by API. New IRC §1031 exchange 
topic each month

The Closer’s Handbook

The Real Estate 
Professional’s Handbook
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• Directly

• Via your 
website linkwebsite link

• Stewart.com link
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• Does the QI offer customers the written backing
of a large creditworthy entity?

Financial Backing

• What is the financial rating and balance sheet of
this entity?

• Does the QI conduct due diligence on the
depositories holding the funds and monitor
them?

EXPERIENCE

• Since 1990, API has facilitated over 140,000 exchanges

• EXPERTISE

• Experienced exchange counselors  attorneys and Experienced exchange counselors, attorneys and 
accountants provide personal attention to each 
exchange

• Specialized Commercial Division for complex exchanges

• Member of the Federation of Exchange Accommodators (FEA)

• Available for free consultation on any 1031 issues
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SECURITY

• Errors & Omission and Fidelity bond coverage – plus 
other protections that go beyond the typical protections 
offered by other QI’sy Q

• “Letter of Assurance” available upon request from 
Stewart Information Services Corporation (NYSE: STC)

• Multiple investment options to suit customer needs

National Headquarters:  800-282-1031

Eastern Region Office:  866-394-1031

apiexchange.com

info@apiexchange.com


